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REFLECTIVE SAFETY WEAR GEAR

SA50 YELLOW BLUE & YELLOW RED SAFETY JACKET

Description

Torso high visibility reflective safety wear is intended to provide 

conspicuity of the wearer in any light condition when viewed by operators 

of vehicles or other mechanized equipment during daylight conditions 

and under illumination of headlights in the dark. 

Occupational wearers of clothing with high-visibility features, include 

railway and highway workers, airport workers, emergency services or 

where workers are near moving vehicles or in dark areas.

Reflective safety wear is not intended as a workwear garment.

Specifications

Style:           Sleeveless high visibility jacket with zip, collar, plastic 

  id card pocket and reflective tape.

Materials:         100% polyester fluorescent yellow with navy or 

  red knitted weave fabric. 

                         Navy polyester binding (part number SA50-YB) or 

  Red polyester binding (part number SA50-YR).

Colours:                 Available in fluorescent yellow with navy and 

  fluorescent yellow with red.

Fasteners:             Nylon zip with metal slider. 

Reflective tape      18mm Retro - reflective silver glass beads.

Also available in red.

Packaging, Storage & Obsolescence

Dromex® SA50 reflective wear is packed in individual polybags with 

50 units per carton. 

When not in use or during transportation, the reflective wear should be 

stored in a container such that it is out of direct sunlight and not in 

contact with any chemicals, liquids or sharp objects. 

Store in a cool, dry place. 

The reflective wear useful life is affected by many factors including the 

cold, heat, chemicals, sunlight and misuse. Stored correctly, safety jackets

should have a shelf life of 3 years.

Sizes Available

Small to 3XL.

Cleaning & Maintenance

Materials

None of the materials used in the manufacture of this reflective jacket

adversely affect the hygiene or health.

1. 100% Polyester fluorescent yellow with navy or 

     red knitted weave fabric.

2. 18mm Retro - Reflective silver glass beads’ tape.

3. Closing a nylon zip fastener with metal slider.

4. Clear on black top entry plastic ID pouch.

5. Navy polyester binding or red polyester binding.

6. Dromex sidewinder.
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Disposal

All industrial waste should be disposed of correctly according to local 

regulations and good disposal practice. Reflective safety wear should be 

disposed of considering the hazardous substance they were used for. 

Please consider recycling.


